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We had a true Wisconsin sportsman's lunch today ... panfish! We don't know
if they were sunfish, crappies, bluegill, or a combination of all, but they were
tasty little devils. And for those that don't know, a panfish is any catch that is
small enough to fit in a frying pan and large enough to be legal to catch.
Thanks Black & Tan Grille cooks, we'll happily attend your fish fry any
Monday you choose to have one.
Maria ran our meeting today, Ben gave the prayer, and Ann led us in "We of
Kiwanis" after we balked at singing "Smile - Sing a Song" two weeks in a row,
and "The Packer Fight Song" which we didn't mind singing three weeks in a
row.
Names in the news included a feature article about Dr. Bob Crowley's
daughter joining his dental practice and a Press Gazette front page story
about storm cleanup at the Boy Scout camp in Oconto County. Happy dollars
came from Anne's enjoyment of a Door County trip, Cheri's appreciation of a
free parking spot, Dal's satisfaction in blocking a delivery truck that was
hogging all the handicap parking spots in front of the Bellin Building, and
Doug's announcement of the scout's upcoming Golden Eagle dinner.
Matt was with us today and our program was the winning entries in this year's
Sconniewood Film Festival. Matt along with Joe, who we so desperately miss
at every Monday meeting, have been the driving forces behind this very
popular youth video event. The winning movies were funny, touching,

creative, and even heartbreaking, which is how we all felt when we saw the
movie entered by Brie Jacques along with Ann's troop of Girl Scouts.
Matt announced that Sconniewood 2020 will be held on April 26th. It will take
five or six members to match the energy and passion that Joe put into making
the festival a success. To honor our much loved Joe and Brie, let's do all we
can to support Matt in the coming year. Don't be shy, Matt, about asking us to
help!
Next TUESDAY our speaker will be from the Cup O Joy music venue in
downtown Green Bay. Attending today's meeting were Pat, Matt, Maria with
guest Chip, Dal, Rick, Ann, Doug with guest Bob Pekol, Cheri, Anne, Ben,
Bob R., Nancy, Vince, and Bob F
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